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Abstract—This paper seeks to give a general idea of the universe of project portfolio management, from its multidisciplinary nature, to the many challenges it raises, passing through the different techniques, models and tools used to solve the multiple problems known. It is intended to contribute to the clarification, with great depth, of the impacts and relationships involved in managing the project’s portfolio. It aims at proposing a technique for the project alignment with the organisational strategy, in order to select projects that later on will be considered in the analysis and selection of the portfolio.

We consider the development of a methodology for assessing the project alignment index very relevant in the global market scenario. It can help organisations to gain a greater awareness of market dynamics, speed up the decision process and increase its consistency, thus enabling the strategic alignment and the improvement of the organisational performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite all the differences on markets, cultural environment, and organisational objectives, some changes are modifying the way business occurs, turning competitive advantages difficult to accomplish. In a global marketplace scenario, changes are constant and with variable amplitude. Organisations need to be alert to all movements to counter-answer and re-align themselves with the new market conditions. Thus, it is wise to develop a flexible strategy, where it is possible to monitor the market conditions and the overall performance of the organisation.

Organisations are dealing, each time with more and more projects in their daily routines. According to [1, p.663], “Nowadays, it is hard to imagine an organisation that is not engaged in some kind of project activity. Over the past decade, organisations have been turning from operations to project management as part of their competitive advantage strategy”. Reference [2] goes further on the idea of using project management in order to substitute the traditional functional management and turning it into a key element to achieve a real competitive advantage in the 21st century. Shortly it will become ‘the wave of the future in global businesses’.

Despite of being, presently, a well developed research area, it continues to be very problematic. A great number of projects exceed their budget, suffer from delays and fail in attaining their goals. It is evident that, somehow, the development of techniques and their applications are far from converging, and the large corporations face numerous problems with this hiatus. [3]

The current state of practice, in large organisations, shows three different areas in which it is very hard to accomplish a significant development. These are, according to [4]: a) the Portfolio selection and management of individual projects as well as programme management practices, thoughtfully and dynamically aligned with the business strategy and objectives; b) the definition of a group of portfolio metrics to provide regular if not continuous feedback of the portfolio performance. The, provision of detailed information to the project management team would allow them to decide, in each moment, the best projects portfolio favouring, as well, the strategic alignment; and c) the effective introduction of an organisational learning process, where the explicit knowledge is combined with tacit knowledge in a way that encourages people to learn and to be actively present in the process of learning, contributing to the improvement of project management processes and practices.

Today’s business environment is complex and requires making decisions rapidly, with a better allocation of the enterprise’s scarce resources, and a clearer strategy focus. [5] This factor, compels the organisation to become more efficient, flexible and far quicker to answer to the rapid changes of the business environments.

There is the need for regularly monitoring the organisation’s performance, requiring diagnosis tools. According to [6], only with a certain maturity stage, an organisation can capitalize their assets, and as such, understand, develop, and sustain its organisational strategies to attain a clear competitive advantage and continuous improvement and growth. The areas like the Organisational Strategy, Project Portfolio Management, Organisational Learning, Decision Support Systems and Project Maturity can be seen as the Aquiles’ heel of project management. In general, the dynamic environment that surrounds the project management area creates these...
peculiar difficulties, but despite that, the organisations that use these types of management approaches have a considerable level of project maturity. Nevertheless, the prominence of the areas mentioned, is normally associated with the improvement of the organisational performance, creation of sustainable competitive advantages and increase of the organisational maturity.

II. BACKGROUND / LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Organisational Strategy

Successful organisations developed, during time, a conscious strategy and established a closer relationship with the market. The strategic plan development tries to project the organisation into future scenario(s), defining concrete actions for attaining the organisational objectives. However, this interaction between the organisation and the market, with all their constituents, works out dynamically. So, reaching these purposes requires ability to measure the market oscillations, analysing the critical information obtained, readjusting the strategic plan with the lessons learned and conferring it some flexibility to be able to rapidly respond to the market. Usually, the better this development process gets, the greater performance the organisation attains, increasing their results.

[7]

The literature review allowed us to conclude that Strategic schema, Strategic flexibility, Learning capability, Knowledge management strategy and Strategic decision making are the main characteristics required by a successful organisational strategy.

A strategic schema is something normally related with the knowledge structures that top managers use in marketing strategic decisions. Strategic schemas act as filters on the information that managers pay attention to, and consider relevant for strategy formulation. A strategic schema definition can be seen as a way to allow a better environmental fitting and so contributing for the organisational differentiation. According to [8] and [9], the key elements of strategic schemas are the concepts of complexity and focus Complexity reflects the level of differentiation and integration of a strategic schema. Focus reflects the degree to which a strategic schema is centralized around a few ‘core’ concepts [10]. Nevertheless, focus may lock firms into known and historically successful strategic actions that will prelude them from absorbing new knowledge and experimenting with new alternatives. [11]

The strategic flexibility is seen as an ability to precipitate intentional changes and adapt to environmental oscillations through continuous monitoring of current strategic actions, asset deployment, and investment strategies [12]. In order to achieve strategic flexibility, managers must overcome cognitive inertia and increase organisational awareness to knowledge, and the ability to absorb it. [13]

The capacity to learn has been considered a key index of an organisation’s effectiveness and potential to innovate and grow [14].

B. Project Portfolio Management (PPM)

According to [15] and [16] the project portfolio is defined as a group of projects that compete for scarce resources and are conducted under the sponsorship or management of a particular organisation. The three main well-known objectives of portfolio management are, the following: maximising the value of the portfolio, linking the portfolio to the strategy and the continuous monitoring/assessment of the portfolio.

Reference [17] adds to the previous definition that the project portfolio management can be considered a dynamic decision process, and for that reason has to be continuously updated and revised, to select in each moment the best solutions possible. Project portfolio selection is an important management activity of the organisation, where the project team must assess every detail, carefully, in order to amplify the performance of the organisational assets and to align them with the strategic objectives of the organisation, although there are usually more projects available for selection than can be undertaken within the physical and financial constraints of a firm, so choices must be made in making up a suitable project portfolio. [15]

According to [18, p.57], “Efficiency of project portfolio management, therefore, could be determined by estimating the degree to which the portfolio fulfils its objectives: strategic alignment, balance across projects, and value maximization”.

References [5] [19] [20] have identified, and point out, the common problems in project selection and portfolio management, faced by companies. So the following reasons can be related with the difficulties on managing, and on selecting, the proper projects to the portfolio: a) No link between strategy and project selection: Projects tend not to be fully related with the organisation’s strategic objectives, which affects the organisation overall performance; b) Poor quality portfolios: the organisations, normally, do not have judicious criteria for selecting viable projects from half-baked ideas; c) Reluctance to kill projects: there is, commonly, an umbilical relationship between the organisation (team members) and the project itself, which sometimes constitutes a major organisational failure for continuing investing scarce resources in an unviable project; d) Scarce resources, a lack of focus and management capability, to balance properly the resources, often creates additional pressure to multitask, contributing to produce unexpected errors and not assimilate the important lessons from the project development; e) Selecting short-term and easy projects: Companies tend to implement easy and cheap projects, which consequently reduces their potential to prosper and to achieve competitive advantages; f) Information overflow and lacking quality of information: Regardless of the quality and sophistication of the portfolio selection and decision tools, it is fundamental to obtain the proper information to make accurate decisions; g) Decision making based in power: Usually the decision is an exercise of power, which means that there may be situations in organisations where decisions tend not to reflect the organisational future success, by being deprived of the sphere of influence and
power of the top management.

Other problem, commonly related with the project portfolio selection and management is the ‘resource allocation syndrome’. The portfolio management team is normally concerned and overwhelmed with issues like the prioritization of projects and the continuous distribution of personnel from the different projects to overcome the urgent crises. Although, most of the time, however, there are no resources available and when they were redistributed it often produced negative effects on unexpected places in the project portfolio. [21]

Some problems among the organisational assets for the different projects are intimately related with the resource allocation problems, because most of the projects were dependent on the same resources (personnel) for their execution, according to [21, p.406], “Due to ambiguous cause-effects relationships, unclear project priorities, and conflicting interests between different projects and departments, unsettled issues were frequently boosted up through the organisational hierarchy to be resolved by portfolio management. Consequently, portfolio management level was overloaded with problems”. This situation, in the long-term, conditions the knowledge development and achievement, because it puts pressure in the project team to solve the short-term problems, helping to create a feeling of inefficiency and demotivation among the project members.

An interesting metaphor pointed out by [22] calls it the 'canary cage approach' to portfolio planning, i.e. making an interesting analogy between the behavior of new canaries (projects) when thrown into cages without assessing the effects of the other canaries already in the cage.

As stated by [23, p.426], “In analyzing a portfolio, the desired combination is a balanced portfolio defined as an assortment of projects that enables a company to achieve the growth and profit objectives associated with its corporate strategy without exposing the company to undue risks”.

C. Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

Today’s competitive environment is highly dynamic, and many firms face rapidly changing customer needs. In order to be successful, firms must continuously adjust their competitive strategies. [24]

More and more businesses are aligning their activities with the principles of sustainable development, trying to develop indicators adapted to their business realities, values and culture. According to [25], there are three key lessons for companies which want to develop performance indicators:

1) Try to encourage debate across the organisation on what might be the best indicators.

2) Involve external stakeholders in developing indicators.

3) Recognise standards for measurement and reporting may serve as useful reference points.

Time, cost and quality are the basic criteria to project success, and they are identified and discussed for several authors in articles about project success. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]. Reference [31] called these three criteria the “iron triangle”.

Reference [26] advocates that the process of developing KPIs should consider the following aspects: a) Focus on critical aspects of outputs or outcomes; b) Be limited to a number of manageable KPIs, without being too complex or even time and resource consuming; c) Use a systematic and consistent approach in all projects; d) Data collection must be made as simple as possible; e) For performance measurement to be effective, the measures or indicators must be accepted, understood and owned across the organisation; f) The KPIs can evolve to better and more adjusted versions and therefore be able to change and refinement; g) and Graphic displays of KPIs need to be simple in design, easy to update and accessible.

One of the most famous methodologies, developed by [32] and [33], was the Balanced Scorecard architecture to develop organisational performance system and link business strategy to measures. The balanced scorecard is a means of monitoring, evaluating and controlling the evolutionary path of the organisation’s strategy and strategic positioning. It may highlight performance gaps or areas of activity requiring immediate strategic attention. In particular, the refocusing on processes of feedback and learning and re-translating the vision are essential for processes of benchmarking, strategic re-orientation and change. [34] [35]

D. Project alignment with the organisational strategy

Projects and project management serve as primary capabilities of an organisation to respond to change and thereby maintain a competitive edge [36]. Projects may be considered as building blocks in the design and execution of future strategies of the organisation [37]. Several authors have emphasized the importance of linking projects and their management to strategy and proposed different models describing how the management processes at project and multi-project levels can be integrated with the organisational strategy management process [38, 39, 40, and 41].

Finally, some authors have noticed the importance of meaningful and reliable information as a prerequisite of successful management and high-quality decision-making [42].

The results reveal that organisations which are the most successful in managing their strategic intentions in a multi-project environment tend to review the objectives of their ongoing projects in linkage with strategy formulation. [43]

In addition, the linkage between strategy process and project management, as well as the availability of high-quality information are identified as success factors. [44]

III. PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (PPM) CYCLE AND PHASES

According to the authors’ view, tailored by the literature review, the project portfolio selection normally, involves five distinctive phases: a) the strategic consideration and orientation, towards the selection of the projects with better strategic alignment; b) the project evaluation phase, where the benefits derived through the evaluation methods are to be determined, as well as the individual contribution of each
project to the portfolio objectives; c) the portfolio selection, involving a continuous comparison of projects, which compete between each other, with the final intension of ranking in the top positions to achieve the entrance to the organisational portfolio; d) the organisational resources assignment, because the organisational assets are limited and constantly requested for different projects, which can cause an extremely complex managerial problem; e) and the monitoring and control phase, which is responsible for assessing, recurrently, the portfolio performance and all that is related to the portfolio range.

Fig. 1 Project Portfolio Management selection and monitoring

Figures 1 and 4 try to demonstrate the different steps required for obtaining the projects portfolio. The strategic implications of portfolio selection are generally complex and vary immensely from each type of organisation, involving the consideration of factors both external and internal to the firm, including the marketplace and the company's strengths and weaknesses. [46]

The process described in Figure 2, precedes the portfolio calculations, and its intent is to guarantee that any project considered for the portfolio fits on the organisational strategic schema. It is clear that the strategic direction of the firm must be determined before individual projects can be considered for a project portfolio. [38]

The strategic alignment phase will be treated in more detail in Section IV of this article, where a strategic alignment technique will be proposed and described.

This intends to eliminate any non-starters projects, which do not have conditions to integrate the portfolio and also to reduce the number of projects to be considered simultaneously in Individual Project Analysis stage. The stopping criterion should be adjusted to the amount of projects that need to be considered, because according to [15, p.209], “...the complexity of the decision process and the amount of time required to choose the portfolio increases geometrically with the number of projects to be considered”.

The project evaluation phase, Figure 3, is used to assess the impact on the portfolio, through methods where the individual contribution of each project to the portfolio objectives is determined. There are several recurrent techniques used like the economic return throughout well known indicators (Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Return on Original Investment (ROI), Return on Average Investment (RAI), Payback Period (PBP), Expected Value (EV)); it is very common to assess other issues like the project risk using also several approaches (sensitivity analysis, Cost/Benefit, simulation techniques, project’s work breakdown structure (WBS)), where risk events relating to each activity are identified, and their probabilities and consequences estimated. [45]
The Portfolio selection involves a continuous comparison of projects, which compete against each other. There are innumerable portfolio selection techniques that can be used to carry out the desired portfolio selection. Some of them will be briefly mentioned: a) Ad hoc approaches; b) Comparative approaches including Q-Sort [47], pair wise comparison [45], the Analytic Hierarchy Procedure (AHP) [48]; c) Scoring models [45]; d) Portfolio matrices [49] [46] generally used as strategic decision making tools, and also to allocate resources among competing projects; e) and Optimization models [50] [51] [52] [53], fuzzy and Artificial intelligence algorithms [54] [55] which are generally based on some form of mathematical programming, to support the optimization process and to include project interactions such as resource dependencies and constraints. Some of these models can also support sensitivity analysis, but most do not seem to be used extensively in practice, probably because of the necessity to collect large amounts of data. Despite all the different techniques and approaches possible to the project portfolio selection it is important to pay continuous attention to the project interactions, to the resource competition which must be considered, as well as to the time dependent nature of project resource consumption.

According to [15, p.210-1], “…decision makers must be able to make adjustments, but they should receive feedback on the resulting consequences, in terms of optimality changes and effects on resources”.

The evaluation period should be determined when new projects are being considered for selection, or when the portfolio premises are altered, and the organisational context, internally or externally, obliging to re-assess the current portfolio projects, and possibly doing some adjustments.

In addition, some researchers have found other important factors that can be related to portfolio management, learning and knowledge creation [56] [57] [58] [59], as well as the organisational maturity and sustainability [60] [61]. Figure 4 points out these important pillars that can catapult the organisation to levels of efficiency and high performance, thus promoting the acquisition of sustainable competitive advantages.

Projects portfolio plays an important role in achieving the learning that takes place within many organisations [62] [63]. Organisations also acquire new knowledge through experience [64] or learning by doing. Through trial and error experimentation, organisations can learn about new approaches to accomplish the work at hand [64] [65] [66]. An organisation can also learn from feedback on the consequences of its actions, learning about projects by feedback and experience, developing project work, and transferring the lessons learned to other projects [67].

So, it is very important to be prepared for these new challenges and differentiation paradigms. With the proper organisational maturity and sustainability culture it will be possible to attain the higher levels of efficiency, performance and of sustainable growth in the organisation.

IV. PROJECT ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUE

The project alignment index calculation phase intends to quantify the data collected from the indicators presented in subsection IV A, and then determine an index for each project in the evaluation process. The top management, according to the strategic definition of the organisation and the weighting of the minimum values of attractiveness for each of the indicators, will contribute to the allocation of the projects by defining a cutting area in which each project must be selected.

This technique is divided in three main steps, which consist of:

1) set the minimum values of attractiveness by indicator;
2) calculate the indicators score by project; and finally
3) sort the different projects in study.

A. Indicators

Variables:
M = Number of indicators: \{1, \ldots, 5\}
Ω = Project Alignment Index
P = Indicator values
Q = Weighting values

Parameters:
K = Number of projects in assessment: M = \{1, \ldots, 10\}

The four indicators proposed come from different elements whose combination produces information considered critical to guarantee the project alignment with the organisational strategy.

1) \( M_1 = Degree \ of \ Innovation \ Expected \) - The degree of innovation expected varies between 0 and 5, and quantifies the level of impact that each project may have on the technological structure, and its level of attractiveness in emerging markets that can enhance organisational performance;

2) \( M_2 = Risk \ Perception \) - The risk perception is quantified by the decision agents and varies between 0 and 5, being 0 the absence of risk and 5 corresponding to the most complex and sensitive environments in which the degree of volatility is very high;

3) \( M_3 = \frac{\text{Net income expected}}{\text{Investment projected}} \) This indicator reflects the return on investment (ROI). Despite of the literature indication that the selection of projects should not only rely on economic and financial indicators, it is of common and mandatory use. Projects must have this type of information available. This indicator is usually presented in monetary values or percentage;

4) \( M_4 = \frac{\text{Nr. critical resources}}{\text{Nr. of Projects}} \) This indicator considers the number of critical resources by project, and also foresees some future problems of allocation and balancing of resources that may exist at later stages, as well as the risk of concentrating in one project several key organisational resources;

5) \( M_5 = \frac{\text{Project schedule}}{\text{Market Clockspeed}} \) This indicator shows the degree of anticipation that the organisation has towards the market clockspeed. The numerator and denominator should be measured on a time scale, preferably in months or years. This indicator should be, in ideal situations, less than 1, presenting the ability of innovation and flexibility of the organisation. It can be translated into increased performance and into achievement of sustainable competitive advantages.

B. Data and formula calculation

The final purpose of this approach is to discover, according to the evaluation and the classification of the different decision makers for each indicator, what is the list of markets that best suits the organisational profile, and thus where should the organisation focus and investment be directed.

Before the individual calculation of the project alignment index, the decision team establishes its value of reference, which reflects the minimum values of attractiveness for the different indicators as well as its weighting for each one. (See Appendix I)

The proposed simple calculation of the project alignment index is the following:

\[
\Omega_k = \sum_{M=1}^{5} P_M \times Q_M
\]

Simulated data for 10 projects is treated in Appendix I allowing for the calculation of the projects’ alignment index.

V. CONTRIBUTIONS AND PROPOSED FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper seeks to give a general idea of the universe of project portfolio management, from its multidisciplinary nature, to the many challenges it raises, passing through the different techniques, models and tools used to solve the multiple problems known.

It is intended to contribute to the clarification of the impacts and relationships involved in managing the projects’ portfolio. It aims at proposing a way of measuring the project alignment with the organisational strategy, in order to allow a pre-selection of projects. Only projects passing this pre-selection criterium will be considered, later on, for further analysis, in order to select the final organisational portfolio.

We intended to propose a technique independent of the business area of application, thus only generic indicators with a low level of granularity are used. This is a starting point of development. In the future, applying this approach to business case studies, hopefully, will allow the introduction of new and more specific indicators related to the area of intervention as well as to the specificity of the projects in hand, enriching and diversifying the technique, tailoring it adequately.

Other future work we intend to undertake, is to model in detail all the following phases of the project portfolio selection and management, in one or more organisations with a strong tradition in managing portfolio, and an extensive history data to analyse and compare the decisions taken and the techniques used with the new approaches developed. The following phases previously mentioned will be treated, suggesting new indicators for the individual evaluation of projects, developing a methodology or technique to select and rank the projects for the portfolio, also adapting or developing a technique, or a model, or methodology, for assigning and balancing the organisational scarce resources, and, finally, introducing a way to monitor and control the whole system where all the different phases take part.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The organisational urge for using and applying new tools, methods and techniques is tremendous. The market competitive pressing, the reduction of error margins and the need to do things perfectly at the first shot are creating an increasing demand for solutions that can resolve those
problems, achieving the best performance possible with the minimum risk and cost. There is no consensus about the type of method or technique that automatically improves any organisation, despite their own problems or status, restrictions and competitive advantages, strengths and weaknesses. Nevertheless, project management tries to see the organisation as a whole, and systematically challenge the difficulties encountered with new re-thinking processes in order to increase the organisational performance.

The market determines the best fit in each moment for selecting determinant characteristics that favours some organisations at the expense of others. For this reason, the awareness of studying conveniently the market can alter the organisational strategy, and even the definition of the organisational objectives.

We consider the development of a methodology for assessing the project alignment index very relevant in the global market scenario. It can help organisations to gain a greater awareness of market dynamics, speed up the decision process and increase its consistency, thus enabling the strategic alignment and the improvement of the organisational performance.

In addition, the PPM cycle proposed, allows the creation of an excellent base of information that, with some extension and analysis may be transformed into organisational knowledge, facilitating the post-mortem analysis of the decisions taken and of the market conditions in a specific period of time. This ability can enhance the organisational learning, gathering valuable lessons in order to avoid the repetition of past errors.

As mentioned by [68, p.58], “Good intentions are not enough to guarantee improvements – commitment, support and skill are all essential. Furthermore, a clear and shared understanding of the organisation’s objectives is important if organisations are to learn collectively and thereby reap the significant benefits associated with collaborative reflection”. So it is of great importance to develop a flexible and expandable Decision Support System, which considers all the different criteria in the most suitable selection of the project portfolio, involving the full participation of the decision-makers and providing the users with a quick feedback impact, in certain parameters, with the consequences of the changes produced. [69]

APPENDIX

For each project random numbers were generated, between the ranges presented in section IV A. The indicator M5 remained divided because the two items listed are inherent to a project characterisation, specially the project schedule.

The Project Alignment Index was calculated to all the projects, as we can see in Table 3. The data presented shows that all the projects obtained different results, and with higher indexes compared to the minimal attractiveness index stipulated for the organisation.

The data marked in red highlights values which are in disagreement with the policy defined by the organisation, as for example, the values of M2 and M4. In the first case, because they are above the limit of acceptable risk; in the second case, because of the concentration of critical resources in the project. However, it is important that the pre-defined values of Table 1 are not too restrictive; some balance will need to be attained, otherwise there may not be any project that respects the limits imposed.
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